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PREGNANT ANQ NEED HELP? You have friiri·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819.
tfn

8

RENEWAL DEADLINE-Resid'ence Ha~l
,,.... students are reminded to complete and submtt
~ their Residence Hall Room & board renewal

::S

materials by 4:00pm, Friday, December 5, 1975.
Submit forms to Housing Reservations-La

~ Posada, 2nd Door.

Z"'

12/5

POO: Congratulations on your vasectomy. I love

yyo~u~,F~r~o·~~1~2~/2~--------~----~

C'-1 t"'"'i GOT THE NOON time
Ql

munches. Okie's has 35c

~h~ot~d~og~s~.--~12~1~5----------------~

~ NlCK, MARY: Do you want to talk about it?

p_,

Call AGORA 277-3013.

12/5
fantastic

MARY-OK But this time you buy. Nick.

6 •. EMPLOYMENT

12/1
12/2

STUDENT SPOUSES/STUDENTS to work on.

12/4

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicyl'ies, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus-Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE, 256-9190.
• tfn
BODY BUENO. AIL. natural bath products-essentiKI oils, b.lth crystals, bubble bath,
glycerine soaps, shampoos, love oils, 2910 Central
SE noon to 5 weekdays.
12/,1

Daily Lobo production staff. Hours 8 p.m. to midnight, Sunday through Thur'sday. Amount of time
remaining at UNM will be a consideration (2 or
more years preferred), Good typing skills. For
more information come to Marron Hall, Room 131,
between 8 and 4:30p.m.
STUDENTS PART TIME-no .. dress, regs. Civic
Project. Apply 1201 Mountain Road NE.
12/3

69 TOYOTA CORONA 56,000 miles, needs some
work, automatic, 898-9638.
12/1

INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS who will work on con·
signment. Please call Pop Tops. 883-9465,
12/5

DYNASTAR l'REESTYLES, !80 om look

DECEMBER GRADUATES! We want three
sales oriente'd individuals to begin career train·
ing Jan. 1. Do you qualiry? CaB 266-5991 ask for
Lesley.
12/5

GT's-$65 new Nordica's 12'11~$100; hiking boots,
SJ/fm·$25; 243-1810.
12/~
DIVAN, BEDROOM SUITE, yellow hanging
lamp, brass chandliei-, hall light. 3816 La Charles

Dr. NE.

12/3

SINGER MACHINE, Left in Lay-a-way, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zigzag, etc. Pay
$26 and take machine, 3105 Central NE, 256·

3505.

12/.5

NICE SELECTION of reas~nably prict"d antiques

for Christmas gifts at The Antique Parlor-243
Wyoming NE.

12/5

TWO ANTIQUE-like homes Ridgecrest, or UNM.
firop\acofli IHirdwood, Owner 26R·Oi19R
12/5

7. TRAVEL

\vANTED: Used pinball
293·HU8.

~--~----------~--

SERVICES

11/3
PASSPORT IDENTIFIGAT!ON photos. Lowest
prices In town. Fnst, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
26S.2444••rcome to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265·3292. 1215
DIVORCE by petition. $36 clerical lee plus riling
fee. 296-4917, 24 hour an11Wering service.
12/1
FURNISHED APARTMENTS !rom $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843·
7632, 01' 265·9593.
12/5

-.t

June 21- July 30, 1976
Courses In Spanish
· and History

2774032

-.

"Fol( ttT£5 9¥£~~-FASYeN 1l-E Sf0f5/

preferred. 247·8967. Needler. Optional babysit·

12/1

BEST FURNIS!IED UNM Aparlm•"'·. Spadous
one bedroom wilh dishwashers, d1sp?scrs.
security, $175 bilt~ paid. 208·209 Columb1a SE.
Call255·2685.
12/5
_
_

UNM H·ealth Center
Equals Other Schools'
By Joe DonneUy
A survey of services offered by health centers of colleges in the
Western Athletic Conference found UNM's Health Center offered as
many clinical and auxiliary services as universities with much larger
oudgets.
.
Joseph Rayburn, a senior nursing student and member of the
Health Center's Student Advisory Board, delivered his analysis of the
survey to Don House, Student Health Center administrator, and Dr.
Rick Levine, staff psychologist on the Health Center Mental Health
learn.
The purpose of the survey was to provide information to the Health
Center Student Advisory Board and the Health Center Management
Gnm,mitt.•e on "quantity, quality, expense and types of health services
offered by WAC universities.':
Rayburn said, "The results are not astounding but may indicate
areas to be explored regarding development of further ser-.

"

a?~DicA'fli

ROOM. PRIVATE BATI-t for rent in campus
area-$75. Available new. Woman grad student

11ng.

MADRID, SPAIN

n~~~ WI./..~-mi.l'f

mounting, etc. Advl<:e, if asked. Call 265·2444 or
cometol717GirardBivdNE.
tfn

A BLOCK TO UNM. Deluxe l·bdrm, Twin or
double $160, includes utilities. 141 Columbia SE.
268-0525.
1215

SUMMER SESSI()N
Interested Students
Should Contact:
The Office of International
Programs & Services
The University of New Mexico
1717 Roma, N.E.
Albuquerque, N,M. 87131

International Programs & Services : Phone 277-4032
Very heauy demand for June to August
Early Reservations Essential
Offered by Trans-Globe Travel Inc. of Denver.

Fine-grain or push-processing of film, Contact

FORRENT

.-,·

REQUEST DETAIL BROCHURE FROM :

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric. Guar·
anteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·7147.
1215
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, students!
Custom blnC"k·and·whitc processing, pnnting.

4.

pholo by Dan Herrera

Don House, Rick Levine and Joseph Rayburn

·Regular Weekly TGC Charters .
via Denver to FRANKFURT
•Stay from 2 weeks to 4 month
•No membership requiredanybody can go
•CAB approved & operated by
CONDOR AIRUNES, World's
largest charter carrier, fully
owned by the German Federal
Government
•Convenient, same-day connections between Albuquerque and
Denver included in the price of
the charters.
•ALBUQUERQUE to
FRANKFURT $455

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
these!i, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglas!l, Editorial Consultant. 344-8344.

I

U. Regents Approve Fee Increase

machines, any conditio~~
12'o

·r

sheets, ctlstom proofs. High quality enlargements,

$10 More Next Fall Semester

8. MISCJl!LLANEOUS

12/3

ll~

Tuesday, December·2, 1975

__._....~UMMER,

PASSENGER WITH DRIVE:R license. Wanted
for 1-way trip to Florida, ASAP. 89~·7825. ~

SUBSTANTIAL REWARD. Jade & Gold brace·
let w/Chinese characters in the gold. 266-1935.

·'

DAILY

Friday will be the last
edition of the LOBO for this
semester. Good luck on
finals.

ANNOUNCING
EUROPEAN CHARTER FLIGHTS
and UNM Academic Program

FOUND In Fine Arts Center, Men's wrist watch.
Identify Rm 131, Marron Hall.
12/5

3.

New Mexico

Roland McGregor, Campus Minister
United Ministries Center
· ·
1801 Las Lomas, N.E, ·Phone: 247·0497

2. · LOST AND FOUND

Rayburn said there were two possible reasons for UNM's standing
the survey results; "First, UNM is the only one of those that
resp·~ndcd (Arizona, Arizona State, Wyoming, Brigham Young and
State) which utilizes the services of medical students in
ilralning in a clinical setting and the services of paramedical personnel
.....,ou ...... J medics and corpsmen) in the emergency clinic.
'"l:i(Jcond, the Health Center uses nurses in the primary care role to
extent than any of the other survey respondents except

b

Suppart: Laba
Advertisers

rcontinucd on page 2)

lak:ohl>lis:m in Albuquerque.

All names used are fieteet the ant:mymity of the persons in-
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If you are tired of_ your old hairstyle or hairsty~ist give the hairdesigners at The Cut Above a try. We personahze each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready. for
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cut ~bove, a Umsex
Salon, where you'll get a personalized cons.ult~tlon .. !he most
creative hairdesigners . with special emphasts m LlVmg Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

e&

Jllltt•ttEY

PLUS SPECIAL GUEST STAR!

JIEi\RTSFIELn
Ul~tmtiiiEitl. 191ii .-IJ:J~ P.JJ,

Poolsid~ at the Executive North Apts.

7303 Montgomery NE

~~P~EC~~R~IT

}IICILU~I_J

298-7624

POPI~JOY

(East of Louisiana Blvd)

II1\I..L

Alcoholism is called the "lonely disease." The
I:OJ!eliest and unhappiest person in the world is the
·~;:~~·~~i~ alcoholic who wants to enjoy life, but
I;
pictm·e life without alcohol.
does not respect persons. It does not
who you are, how old you are, or what you
It changes your personality, and messes up
life.
Twenty·one year old Holly, a UNM student, had
life of "pure hell" until she asked for help three
ago.
"By the time I was 18, I was the dorm alcoholic. I
a fifth of Jack Daniels hidden in my closet.
resident assistant got after me because I was
•""!Sing around the halls drunk," she recalled.
that, I stayed in my room and drank rny
lt'lnisk••v. I had a pretty bad reputation in the dorm
grades were way down," she said.
, a quiet, beautiful girl with big expressive
started drinking when she was about 14. She
hanging around the wrong crowd and began
l'llling into a lot of trouble. She started smoking
ile drinking and by the time she was 17, she, .·
used every kind of drug, including heroin and ~

TICKETS AT THE SUB BOX OFFICE & GOLD·STREET
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By Charles McElwee
The UNM Regents yesterday
approved an increase in student
fees of $8.25 per semester which
will take effect in the fall of 1976.
This, coupled with a $2 ASUNM
fee increase for the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
which has already been approved, will mean students will
have to pay $10.25 more in fees
each semester,
John Perovich, UNM Vice
President for Business and
Finance, said the money
generated by the fee increase
will insure the continued
operation of the New Mexico
Union, the Student Health Center, Popejoy Hall, and Intramural Activities.
He said, "These activities have
Albert Simms Lobo photo
been funded through transfers regret a fee increase, but I feel
.from the instructional and the need is so real we have .to
general budget. The formula fun- contemplate it."
ding plan which the legislature is · Student fees, aside from the
expected to pass next year $14 ASUNM allocation, will not
doesn't allow transfers to these be assigned to any specific
activities. ·The alternatives are program. Instead, the money will
either to reduce the services or go into a single fund from which
increase the student fee."
the New Mexico Union (Student
Perovich said most of the Union Building}, Popejoy Hall,
money will go to Health Services .. Intramurals, the Athletic DeparHe said there has been nearly a tment,and DebtSei'V.ices will all
40 per cent increase in operating be budgeted depending on their
costs for the Health Services sin- needs.
ce 1972 while enrollment has inBecause the official rationale
creased only about 10 per for an increase in fees was that
cent-not enough to generate the New Mexico Union, Health
enough fees to offset costs.
Services, Popejoy Hall and InHarold
Lavender,
Vice tramurals need additional supPresident for Student and Cam- port to continue, ASUNM
pus Affairs, said, "I feel these President Alan Wilson asked the
services
are
extremely Regents for assurance that these
necessary. The Health Services will indeed be the programs
increase in costs is because of ex- which receive the money.
panded student participation. I
"We want some guarantee that

Harold Lavender
the money, three years from
now, won't be diverted to other
programs not so student oriented," he said.
Wilson suggested that an earmarking of funds would help
students and administration
alike understand how the money
is being used.
Wilson said he is not convinced that a fee increase is absq,lutely necessary.
"I feel that if the question were
put to the students they would,
as they have indicated in the past
through their votes in elections,
prefer to redirect athletic funds.
Many students also think the
bookstore prices are too high and
that prices in the Student Union
are too high," said Wilson.
Regent Albert Simms said, "I
think it's a logical request
for us to look at fees students
pay."

A Study In Alcoholism; IThe Lonely Disease'
By Aurora Lawrence .
IMltor··s note: This is the first article of a series on

' '

'

Marron !tall room 131 or by mall ~o:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box "'{1,
.1\lbuquerque,N .M.
87131,

.b 1. PERSONALS
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tras $5300 Charlie, 873-0865.

December 1

"You have faith!" so. says a p~o~)nent t_heologia~,
"otherwise, you would g1ve ~p on h~e. ~ series of sensations of pleasure and pam leadmg fmally t? your
death just doesn't add up to the hope and promise you
perceive in your future.
. ..
F m this perspective on faith, the Chrtstmn message
is not that ;~u should have a 'faith you don't now. possess, ~ut
that you should grow the faith you already have -. g1S~ y~ur /i:t~
a name and a community so that you ca~ grow tt . . · .•~u a
th;s su estion for identifying and g;owmg ~our fatth.. Le~ us
· ht of Jesus , who leads us m our fatth and brmgs 1t to
not- 1oseggs1g
perfection ... " (Hebrews 12:2)

Capri $2990, Jaguar XK150 rOadster $4200. Priv·
ate. 268·0398,
12/5

1974; FORD VAN 't2·lon 17,000 miles, V-8,
automatic, custom interior, mags, T I A radials, ex·

ad·

FAITH IS . . .

1966 F!OO, Shell $990. 1970 F250 $2400, 1973

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Wnter ~ed systems
on sale now, Next door to the Guild TheatrE:, 3407
Central NE,'268-8455.
12/4

j L-~----------------~
·~

QUAL RECORDER playback AM-FM stereo. De·
luxe turntable & all tho goodies. Take over payfflents $5.85 mo., 262-0637.
12/5

FORSALE

LEVI's -BLUE JEAN b.lg bel1s always at' 'l'ho
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954, tfn

Rates: 15 eent& per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run Uve or more
eonsecutlve days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, Ino refunds il cancelled

,

~-

5.

f?he was involved in an armed robbery and was
in ·jail, where she withdrew from cocaine.
Out.of jail, she started drinking heavily again, and
was'busted two weeks later.
This time her mother took her straight to a mental institution.
"I was there for a month, but I was a bitter person. I didn't let the mental institution help me. I
talked my way out of it," she said.
Holly went back home and took a job in a nur·
sing home. She had many talks with her minister
about her problems, but they did not help.
Nine months later she was drinking again, this
time Southern Comfort·. Then her boyfriend
• bought a bottle of wine, and she said, "We thought,
'let's drink wine from now on. It can't get us into
any trouble. It's legal and it's cheap.' But our personalities had changed. We couldn't get along any
. more. "
After 'much persuasion from her mother, she
went to a junior college. She wanted to beeome a
"'''/! nurse.
Then, she said, she got in with "the bad guys"
again and started making the bar scene in another
state when the drinking age was lowered.
"I went there for the purpose of getting drunk
and to pick up a guy. I lived this way for about
three years," Holly said.
When she finished junior college, she came to
thr~;>wn

(Continued ou page
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!Continued from page 1)

BYU uses 14 such nurses.
The survey also points out
other universities are charging
fees for services that UNM offers
at no charge. Most notable is in- .
house X-ray and lab work.
The survey found three of the
universities accept third party
payments, payments from health
insurance groups other· than the
one offered on campus ..
"Th,e UNM Health Center does
not currently accept third party
payments but if the fee for service
systems is
looming
somewhere in the future for us, it
may be well to consider the institution of such a party,"
Rayburn said.
The report "applauds the use
of nurses in the primary care
role" and suggests expansion in
this area. The report also said
Art Swain, physician's associate,
is in the process of drawing up
job
descriptions for
the
registered nurses currently pra<·ticing at UNM. This would allow
the nurses to utilize their experience and training. Rayburn
said this would be a greater
benefit to the student population.
Rayburn who has worked on
the project since the beginning of
the fall semester said there was
nothing lacking at UNM when
compared to other colleges.
Don House, Health Center administrator, said, "I think we're
contemporary here, I hope we
stay this way."
----,.=-~'-
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ABU RUDEIS, Egypt--A convoy of vehicles led by a bulldozer
filling in craters cau.sed by explosives moved into this Red Sea oil
town Monday to take charge of Egypt's largest petrnleum complex, relinquished by Israel over the weekend,
The caravan of 240 automobiles, trucks, supply vehicles and a
mobile hospital arrived in the afternoon to find the city silent but
the pumps of 86 wells, which had produced 60 per cent of Israel's
oil needs for more than eight years, \Vorking normally in the Sinai
sun.
'
·

WASHINGTON--Saying J. Edgar Hoover violated the law,
some members of Congress introduced bills Monday to take his
name off the neW FBI building.
"The disclosures last month to .the Senate Intelligence Com·
mittee indicate that Mr. Hoover was a sick individual, a bigot,
who had no more respect for the law than the criminl!lS he was
supposed to be in charge of apprehending," said Rep. Patricia
Schroeder, D-Colo., in intl'oducing her bill to rename the structure simply the FBI Building.
'
"Hoover's name should not be allowed. to defame a public
building," she said.

Children's Books
Winnie the Pooh, Snow White,

~

The Little Prince

t

&

The Velveteen Ro.bbit
~ The• 1' re o.ll o.t UNm Bookstore
fP

~
~

:::1

Send them home to your
kids i:his Christmo.s!

~

~

~

~
~

~

~
.~
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~ ~ l\ntmnls & i!lttg ~

~ inlls in nur ~ift ~qnp ~
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Studies Tues., Dec. 2, 9:30 a.m.-12:00 noon: 1·4
p.m.
UNM Classical Guitar Assoc. meeting Wed.,
Dee. 3, 8 p.m. rm. 1111, Fine Arts Center. Guest
speaker Dr. E\lerett Cambell, li'I.C music, and
refreshments. Everyone is in\litcd.

New Mexico NORML meeting T~es., Dec. 2,
7:30p.m., rm. 250·A, SUB. All those interested in
working for Marijuana Decriminalization, please
attend.
..

NewMexico

Vol. 79
No. 6'1
Box 20, University P .0., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The N cw Mexico Daily Lobo ls published
Mo.nday through F'riday ever'} regular week
of the University year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mllxico,
and Is not financially associated with UNM.
Second class poslagc paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131, Subscription tate is
$10.(10 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion Is that of the
editorial board of The Daily J.,obo. Nothing
printed In The Daily Lobo nec:cssarily
reprE!sents the views oft he University of New
Mexico.

•

·New
HP-22 Bus~ess Management
$165.00*.
.
,
The 11P-2J. takes the Stilrth . f h
face in husiness courses- I , '?ut o ! c calcub1ions you
You Gl11 sol\'e most t: . ({~tlay' nfl management tnmorrow.
- Jme-"a ue-o -money· p- 1J
•
om1s. You can breeze th
·
_ w J ems m ;;cc(lo,;s root o,
rough business math calculations
the JP- 'l'l'ss's't.~tsJ!ste.ltc:l) -f Ant~, most importan_ t,. you can use
-- - · " · " llllCtJons t 1 'II · ·
J
more reliable forecasts. N
th, o. JUII- t lexJstmg t ata into
offers ,
o o cr ca cu ator at any price
and ~tltoc~p~l~ili~~~s~rahle mmbination of financial, math

l

New

HP-25 Scientific Programmable
$195.00*.
'

l

Ohr IIP-25 does ;\·crything our IIP-21 can do-and
mu~ ' much ~~ore. It s programmable, which means it can
so!\ c automi!ilcally the countless repetitive problems e\'e
s.Cience and engineering student faces. With an I JP-2f
)OU11enter th_e
t o so Jve a rcpclll!ve
-- '
1 keystrokes necessary
·
pro!> em on once. Thereafter, you just enter the varialJlcs
=~' pre~s t c lh~n(Sto~ key for an almost instant answer
' Aculral the to lifO dJgJts. 'rou gain time, precision flexibility
rr- 1~PN logic system
' - that•
t kt rcc ok cr }'ou If p•s emc1ent
cu s ( cystr~ es and scratch pads. All three arc easy to
u~e _e.g.,)t•JC I IP-25 requires no prior pro,.rammin(7
expcncncc .
~
"
b Atd all ;~ree are alJJlOSt certainly on display at your
?o store. Test them. Choose yours. Then drop a subtle
2ht. to someone who doesn't know what to uct you .fo
nstmas. Such as mailing them a brochure. "
r

MOSCOW --Leonid V. Kantorovich, winner of the 1975
Prize for Economics, has been granted a visa to pick up his award
in Stockholm Dec. 10, Swedish sources said Monday.
Kantorovich was one of two Soviet citizens who won ""''"•
Prizes this year. The other was physicist Andrei D. :;aJKmtro•·•
who received the Peace Prize.
Soviet authorities refused Sakharov an exit visa on grounds
was bound by security considerations because of his work
development of the Hydrogen bomb.
Sakharov, who is the Soviet Union's leading human rights
paigner, ended his scientific work eight years ago.

• • 6o

J{

.!1 <}at'~

HEWLETT~PACKARD

fFoutlz J "'11 aM>/
.!fluwe to do e~

a claMu'foed ad t'J-1,
l}i)ail!f If!o!Jo and

catch a tide uu'llt
<)omeone.

l(Jal/

277-4202

HOLMAN'S, INC.
:;~:.::,h~;!;'d

401 Wy{)ming Blvd. NE
265J798J

American Expres.

•
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries
Dept. 65SD, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014

The Hewlett-Pac:kard Calculator .Repre-s':entative wiD
be in our store December 12 & 13.
. ....... ~·· .. ~···~·~·· .. ····~·········~~···'

--

...

lf you need a calculat(; tl t I
arithmetic, this is' it- _ _: 11 1a : oes mo!e tl1an simple
Christmas price.
especJa Y at 115 neV>·, JUSt-inctime-for

Other Soviet Winner Gets Visa

$50 scholarship is bein~ oHercd by the A.T.M.
Business Club to any minority student in the
business school or economics dept. Please inquire
at Chicano Studies (1815RomaJ for appllcat!ons.
Students please return DIA DE LA RAZA sur·
veys to the Consejo Orrice, 1815 Roma {Chicano
Studies), by Friday Dec. 5 or call277·2530 to make
arrangements to have it picked up if you can't
bring it yourseH. This is very imporlant!

,

- The 1 lP-21 makes short WO k r h .
twns C\'<.'n so-_called ..
1 h : . or t c t.cch_-mcal calculal
non- ec meal"
t performs all arithmetic lo . ' • c?urses require today.
matica_ llv. lt's also t·h
.l' lg a1nd tng .calculatao_ ns auto·
'
·
eon
Y ca cu a tor. t ·
·f u]1 dJsplay [ormailing: ·ou
ca h a Its pnce t_hat offers
mal and scicnlilk noiat1on n c oose hctween Jix·ed deci-

WASHINGTON--A Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
spokesman said Monday the FDA has ordered a drug firm to
recall all outstanding stocks of its nationally sold over-the·
counter drug Sominex 2.
Marketing of the non-prescription drug was premature, and its
sale "poses a significant health hazard" for several reasons, the
FDA spokesman said.
Sold as a nighttime sleep-aid, Sominex 2 contains a prescription
drug, Diphenhydramh)e, which under the Federal Food and Drug
Law may not be sold directly to consumers without medical sup·
ervision, the spokesman said.
Approved labeling for diphenhydramine as a prescription drug
warns that it should not be used with alcohol or other central
vous depressants, during pregnancy or nursing, or by
with asthma, narrow-angle glaucoma or other diseases,
said. The label for Sominex 2 did not contain these types of war·
nings, the FDA said.

A recruiter from Stanford U. will be at Chicano

DAILYLOBO

$100.00~.

FDA Recalls Somine.?C

"•Friendship Railroad," a film from the People's
Republic of Cllina, about the construction of the
tan·Z8m Railroad In Africa, Wed., Dec. 3, 1:30
a.m., rm. 113, Ortega Hall. Recommended for
anyone lntc;lrested in Chinese foreign policy.
foreign aid or African politics.

'

New
low
price.
HP-21 Scientific
.

China Roots for Mich. State
PEKING--The Chinese band playing at the state banquet
struck up a college fight song for President Ford, the former
gridiron star.
Some research had been done--but not enough.
Instead of "Hail to the Victors," which spurred Ford and his
teammates on at the University of Michigan, the band played the
school song of arch-rival Michigan State University.

"I .. •. •-,.•.

Especially when you're on the fCCClVtn"
. . end
.
0 ne o f our second ne
"
·
countless hours and c;roneratmn calculators can save you
- b
rs en route to y
d' 1
on th e JO thereafter E h
our 1p oma and
nology you probably ~''o~·~ fi offers problem-solving techfor years to come, if ever.
nd on competitive •calculators

~Take Hoover OffFBI Building'

Native American Studies Center will present a
lilm by Felix Greene-"Freedom Railing"-about
the building of the Tan·Zam railing in Africa on
Wed .. Dec. 3, 2 p.m., International Center.

~

.h
IS ere.
tnake uncomp.·romi ~ewcesthr.~alculators
smg - tstmas gifts.

Israel Relinquishes Oil Complex

Homt: Economics Club meettng Wed .. Dec. 3, 7
p.m., Home Economics Bldg. Party will be
discussed.
Flo Kennedy will participate in a rap session
open to the public Wed., Dee. 3, 10:30·1 in the
Honors Center, Humanities Bldg.

~

The
second
generati . . .
Hewlett-PackardS
on

World
News

By United Press International
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The Need Of A Struggl~ In Society

Editor:
Please publish the following
response to the article of Beth
Morgan in the Lobo of November
21, 1975.
1. ,In my course on Marxism I
never pressed a person of either
sex to speak if he or she did not feel
any need to. The woman who.
wrote on Marxism and Feminism
never joined a discussion or even
asked a question. Not all women in
the above class, and in other of my
classes, behaved this way.
2. I did not disregard anything
she wrote on women but made extensive comments on her paper.
They obviously were not to her
liking as we do not see eye to eye in
matters
of
the
women's
movement.
Let me take advantage of the
present opportunity and state that,
far from considering the women's
movement as such a "luxury," I do
appreciate the need of a struggle
against all forms of genuine sex
discrimination in the modern
society. At the same time, I believe
that both for ethical reasons and in
order to be more successful in their
struggle. the women's movement
should give more attention to the
need of overcoming some characteristic faults of a portion of their
participants, such as: a hostile attitude towards men as such (i.e.
elements
of
anti-masculine
sexism); a tendency to misconstruct a struggle of progressive

people of both sexes against
anachronistic laws, beliefs, and
customs which discriminate against
women, into a struggle against a
malicious and pervasive masculine
conspiracy; a diminished responsiveness to all other injustices and
sufferings in this troubled world of
ours, some of which definitely are
more acute than the not fully overcome discrimination against wornen in European countries and Arne•
rica; elements of misplaced, and
thus irrational, vindictiveness, as
when, e.g., contemporary men in
modern societies are "held responsible" even for an inferior social
status of women in other centuries
and cultures; an underestimation of
the significance of the fnstitution
of the family for ever¥ human society, for all children and for the vast
majority of males and females (and
thus, an underestimation of the
need of bringing up of youths of
both sexes so as to possibly make
them able to maintain and to enjoy
bonds of affection and mutual trust
with a person of another sex); a
tendency to confuse serious and
trifiing ·matters (such as those of
the so-called "sexist language").

Editor:
Pretty soon Senate Bill One will
be either accepted or rejected by
Congress. Like the ASUNM
Senate, the American Civil Liberties Union, and others, I oppose
this piece of legislation and hope
that others who feel this way will
take the time to write the following
U.S. Senators and voice opposition
to the po'ssible passage of AB-1.
S.EN_ATORS
U.S. Senate

Washington D.C. 20510

3. I did assign a grade, namely a
B, to the paper of the said woman.
Thus, she indeed was not among
those students, of both sexes, who
got an A in this, or other of my
courses. Not assigning an A g·rade
does not seem a particularly grave

• Th e U .S. . Senate
W nte

I
I

I

[contlnuodfrompagell.
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UN II-!· She said, "I really liked it here and I t'll
Jove 1t down here.''
'
s 1
During her first year at UNM she m t
w.ho thoug~t she .had a drinking problem~ b~t ~~:
d1d not beheve h1m. After a semester th
house together, but within a month h .:)l~t a
"You have been drunk for 15 days out ~O,
moved out.
·
e
She said, "I couldn't handle alcohol anym
I
Edgar E. Cordoba, Circulation Librarian, Zimmerman Library
couldn't handle my life, but I couldn't t
te.
tinued drinking the rest of the summer s op. · conThank you for the questionnaire which I have filled out and am hereby
''My next-door neighbor told me I had a drinkin
returning. Please allow me some further comments.
problem and I should. check into Alcoholic~
In my opinion there is no group on campus as taken for granted Anpnymous {AAJ, but I didn't listen .,
ignored, wasted, and therefore abused as the faculty spouses (thi;
She returned to UNM but said
dra k f
.
meaning in the overwhelming majority of cases faculty wives-in itself a hours af~er classes inst~ad of stu'dying. ~ w~~t s~~
sad commentary on the spirit ot this society). One of many ways in which the bar r1ght after school for two beers but d d
this discrimination is made manifest is in the business with library cards, up staying until closing time every night. I weansne't
Students may borrow books for one semester, faculty are allowed two happy at 11 I h d 1
a . ost my self-respect. I hated
a ·
semesters (so far, so good), and then come the faculty spouses, the myself an? was trymg to escape from reality I
"limited borrowers" who are allowed2 weeks, subject to fines of 50 cents couldn't kick the drinking habit by myself · I
called A,A.," she said.
• so
per day per book. Does tlie library imagine this makes us feel very
welcome and aooreciated. and what does it reflect on the imoortance at·
T~at was three months ago. She has been attached to our work? Look at it this way. This University presumably
chose the finest men it could to teach its students and run its institutions. tendmg ~.A. ~eetings almost every night. Holly
These men presumably chose the finest women they could for, among
at first, I was afraid to go home because I
other things, intellectual companionship and to help run their lives and ~new the bars were still open."
raise and teach their children. You mean to say we can't be trusted with
"I feel great. now. My straight friends tell me I
anything but a limited r,orrower's library card??
am really lookmg good. I have found people who
We are your conveniently but stupidly forgotten faculty wives. We care. I have a 3,5 average so far this semester,'' she
spend our lives working, planning, pushing, comforting, coping, coor·
,
dinating, chauffeuring children around, running errands for our busy She said ~;my people think A.A. members are.
husbands, in fact being the very backbone of this university by running the
gray-haired people with canes or skid-row
f?nly three per cent of the alcoholics come
households from which these men emerge every morning. What a
preposterous thought, if there indeed was any thought at all behind this,
sk1d row.)
that among all these chores one more wouldn't matter, running back and Holly also said that:
forth to the library, keeping track of 2-week due days, and worrying about -"People in A.A. are real people. We have a
fifty cents a day fines. (We're not rich, you k1:1ow, on teacher's salaries.)
problem. The lady that first helped me is
If this University had any sense of what's proper and possibly even
enough to be my mother. I didn't care because I
profitable, at least in th.e long run, it would grant free tuition to its faculty
.. and needed help so desperately.
spouses, as is the case in most fine universities. (In most really fine univer· ··.Now I have met young people in A.A., but I
t become too dependent on them only. We are
sities the faculty children receive free tuition'' as well ... ) This would
turn us into students, and gone would be the problem with our library
here to learn how to stay away from that first
ds, and many other problems as well.
one day at a time and age is not that big a fac-

:r :r
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·~Alcoholism; The lonelY o·ISease
.. . Flo Kennedy Speaks
1

Faculty Spouses

0
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Editorial

Board

.

Freelance writer Stephanie
Caruana once described Flo Kennedy as an "author, lecturer
lawy.e~, fighter, founder of th~
Femmist Party, an imaginatively
embarrassing gadfly on the
~lanks of lumbering self·
lmp~rtal)t institutions and just
pos~1b!y the hard-driving, hyperachievi?g Black Queen of the
women s movement."
Sponsored by the ASUNM
Speakers Committee, Flo Kennedy will discuss "Ra e"
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in ~he
S~u~ent Union Ballroom. AdmiSSion is free to students and $1
for non-students.
. Kennedy was born in Kansas
City, Mo., ' the second of five
daughters. When she was 26
she moved to New York and entered an evening pre.Jaw
Prog.ra~ at Co1umbia University.
Durmg the day she worked in

case of discnrilination even supposing the teacher· was not right. 1
· have explained to her in writing that
despite a number of merits of her
. paper, such as a good style and
construction and independent
thinking, she did not deserve an A
because she did not study, to a
satisfactory extent, the literature
pertaining to the topic she
chose-and was not sufficiently
objective in her commenting on
other people's views.
4. The following general remark cards with the same privileges and duties as the students.
~F"~'"-:... · · ...... ~.....'\.\..
A l'ub H~ Adminl,tralion Gradunte Stodeno
1
Ann C Lofgren-Wcil!el I('
L
..::l.
ssoc nt.lon meeting Tues., Dec 2 7•30 P m 250
seems worth making. An honest
.
If>
11,
\?I
B. sun.
. . . . .. .
person who prima facie feels that
"
AMTRAK group rates are altered through ORhe or she has been discriminated as
.
:1
CA, rm. 248, SUB, Tel. 271·5605. 30 reserved seats
a mem!:Jer of a given group, e.g. as
DQQNESBURY
by Garry 1i udeaUII --===-'=-"7"c"cd2 eparL lor Chicago & Now York City Dceember
0, at 1 p.m. Round tdp prices to Chicago-$107
a woman, or as Jewish, or as Black
and New York-$179.
or whatever, should always conRe~idcnce Hall students are reminded lo com·
sider the following questions: a)
plcte nnd submit their residence hall room and
Has any injustice been done to him
board _renewal materials by 4 p.m., Friday, Dec. 5.
Submit forms to Housing Reservations La
or her? We sometimes are poor
Posada, 2nd Floor.
'
judges in our own case unless we
World Hunger? There i:s something you eu
try to achieve some emotional
Stop by our table In or outside the SUB. We hav~.o
distance to it. b) In case an injustice
some suggesllons. Coalition to Ease World Star·
valion CCIIEWS).
has been done, should it be considered a case of discrimination or
rather has an error been committed? c) In case this has been a
case of discrimination, has it been a
group discrimination or an effect of
some idiosyncracy with respect to
the particular person in question?
As we all are human, it is natural
that in case we belong to an underprivileged group we sometimes
indulge
in
a
so-called
rationalization, that is, conveniently
explain all kinds of conflicts we run
into with other people as a case of
discrimination against a group in
question. This is harmful for the
cause of social advancement of our
group because it contributes to the
perpetuation of an unfavorable
stereotyped image of a member of
Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 pm
our group in the society.
Helena Eilstein
Telephone 765-5671
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Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches

Reasonable Prices

Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.)
Birch Bayh (0-lnd.)
Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.)
John V. Tunney {D-Cal.)
Hugh Scott (R-Pa.)
John L. McClellan {D-Ark.)
Robert Byrd (D-W. Va.)
George M. Coston
Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

. ff

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Daily Lobo
Staff. AU other columns. cartoons
and !ette"' represent the opinion
Features Ed"ltor
o< the author and do not necessarily
ref~~~:;.~~.~-~~~.s 0 !)~;t~;:;~~t:ru·~,:t.:~t ..·fr't-~"~ ,._..,.,., to·to.·:-"t~·~-·~.Rft..rp_l) ,~J:liP.rnCJQ -.·;

a>Jftd.r~ 1~00 Central SE

A woman, Polish, Jewish,
Professor, etc. who does not want
her humanness to be replaced with
an exclusive solidarity with only
one, particular, of the above
groups, or of any other group.

Photo· Ed"ItOr

News Editor
Jon Bowman

.•

Arts & Media
Terry England

ner I· Stare

Sports Editor
Harold Smith

111 Harvard SE

Copy Ed'1tor

Business Manager
·' ~-. · . ·•Harry Chapmllli·' '·' ... ·'•
1 1 ,·t"• •:~-,·,·.·, ,-:•.Mi.QveJ. Gaodett ·t.: •• ~ ·.... . ......~ Susao Walton... Teresa Co_in ·
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l'b
I .r~ries and museums to pay the 'Z
tu~twn and td support herself <D
~
With an "A" average she applied s;:
to Columbia University Law <D
School and was turned down by X
the dean she says not because of 0(')
her race but her sex
t:1
"W"th
·
1 a sharply worded letter ~·
and. a .~ew choicely aimed carbon '<
copies she was admitted to law 0t"
school and began a career which p0"
embraced activism as her
tr~.demark. She later began a <Dt:1
private law practice with a <D
"
lar!Jely. show business clientele
Whl~h mcluded the lat!l Billie 0"
<D
Hobday and Charlie Parker.
· '1
~ontroversy is something with .~>:>
.....
whic~ Flo Kennedy is frequently c.o
ass~ciated. She once filed suit ~·
agal~st ~he Catholic Church to
depnve,.,It of tax-free status on
the.
that it engaged 1·n
p 1 tg. round
1
o ~ tca . activity by lobbying
agamst liberalized abortion laws,
~
~

tor m A.A.
·-"We all have a basic d · l'k f
we first come for he!
IS 1 e ~r ourselves when
and getting my self-r~~ I earn ;ettmg ~o !ike myself
portant. I will get betf ct a~k. This IS most imstic~ with.the program. er eac day so I want to
I got mto drinking b
I
,.
cheap.' You don't ha t ecause felt .It's legal and
get it i~ you, but alc:~of i~ok~ hole~ In you;self to
most m1sused drug in th
a !drug. In fact It's the
be~?.me the number one ~e:f[h p:~~~=~~holism has
Once I lost control of m d . .
,,
no stopping. There is n
~~nkmg, there was
willpower. I tried it 0d sue t mg as doing it on
me.
' an many others did before
--"Practicing alcoholics n d th
alcoholics to recover--those ee h he help of sober
and have gone through th · hwllo ave .been there
did."
·
e e and misery that I
She said it makes hers d h
parents say they are h a w ?n she hears some
is drinking instead ofta~~py Jhelr son or d~ughter
"These par t d • mg rugs.
alcohol, a po~~r~ut;rt re~~z~ that alcohol is ethyl
addicted to. I have leug da. people can become
~·§~IE=~=:m~~=~
sehveersy 'd10 people who d:i~r;:' be1~~~~~;:~~o~~e..c?.! i"
)l
a1 .
•
. Her eyes brighte~ed up when she said "It'
FAITH IS • • •
December 2
mce to go to class without a h
'
s so
Alice of Wonderland s 'd h
~~~tel am doing. When I was d:~~~~~~ ;~~~~~~
p~ssible thing before bre:kfa~t eJ~hctlced .believing one lm·
ve:yone was doing it too. Now 1 see m
thmk Christian faith is like that . 1d .;rommg. Some people
pe~ple. Wl~h sob?r eyes looking at me.
. any
I understand Chri tl F · h
bon ·
r .I d1dn t reahze I was killing myself Now I am
all persons and hu~a;~lt ail. to e a practiced attitude that
1 v,~nig a normal life without any drug. It'.s great
Faith sees an extra ingredient in ur~tons ~re redeemable, The eye of
":ant to go all the way and become a d ·
the p1ekople involved in your life to lo"ok ~t~~u ~~t~~·t~tould~t_ !lou 11ike
you I e to have that eye wh
a eye, Wou dn't
am gom~ to try for medical school."
octor. I
100k
whe~nh~o~efus~
at
your
own messes? As
Jesus
said
to
Thomas
"t~oylly s g;rtehatest hope is to help someone else so
cross, "... do ~ot be faithless, but beJ!!~in~~ {J~~nt~Q~~er side of the
W.?n
ave to go through the hell I went
Ne1ther you nor the rest of th
ld ·il h
i~~otuhgehll or t~. help someone "who is going through
unless it is practiced. Therefore practice Fe iilior h·JI ave that Faith
now.
can have Faith when giving up i~ easy.
a w Ie it is easy, so you
She belongs to a Youth A.A. Group which meets
every Sun~ay at 8:30 p.m. at the Heights Club
RUonllatenddMM1cG rtegor,CCampus Minister
9919 McK~1g~t, NE. Anyone who thinks they rna '
n 1s r 1es enter
have a dn.nkmg problem may call 296 _1380 ~
180llas lomas, N.E. ·Phone: 247-0 497
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~A-rthur Goldberg Says Zior-,ismAction ~unwarranted'
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Arthur Goldberg, former U.S. variety of disciplines and give a ·Warren court will be maintained
ambassador to the United public lecture Dec. 8.
by the present court."
Nations, said in Albuquerque late
Goldb'erg was 'also an associate
With the U.S. suffering from a
yesterday the recent U.N. action justice of the U.S. Supreme $90 billion deficit, Goldberg said·
branding Zionism as racism was Court from 1962-65.
President Ford should have been
"unwarranted and indefensible."
He was asked about the recent more understanding in his han"It has harmed the U.N., but nomination of Judge John Paul dling of New York City. He adhopefully not irretrievably. We Stevens of Chicago to the ded, • "Ford
u·nnecessarily
need the United Nations and if · Supreme Court. He said, "Judge worried the people of New York
we dismantled it we would have Stevens is well qualified though and the country. It's a problem
to recreate it," said Goldberg not notably a liberal in the sense which affects all states and the
during a news- conference at of Justice Douglas. We must be world economy.
UNM.
aware of labels. When a justice
Goldberg will be on campus puts on that robe, for the first
"Historically New York is the
through Dec. 12 as the first time in his life he is relieved of place which welcomed imCalvin Horn Visiting Professor. extrinsic pressures and is in- migrants and in modern times
During the stay he will visit with~ dependent of the constitution. people have gone to New York
for work.
.
u~N~M§s~tu~d~e~n~ts~a~n~d~f~ac!u~lt~y~f~ro~m~~a·~T~h~e~basic advances of the looking
"The city university is tuition
free and New York is the home of
several Nobel prize winners as
well ·as being the center of art
and ·music in the United States.
New York has been improvident
and has suffered the fate of urban communities. Its tax base

j0

has been eroded by people living
in the suburbs and working in the
city. The President should have
offered aid so that New York
could put its house in order."

--

-~~--='---
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!: . :

Goldberg
served
as
secretary of la_bor in the Kennedy
administration a-nd said every institution, including labor, tends
to overreach itself and requires
checks and balances. He added,
"Without the safeguards labor
provides, our country would not
be what it is today. We need
checks and balances; ~ even the
President isn't above the law."
Although
the
visit.ing
professor would not endorse a
1976 Democratic Presidential
hopeful, he did say television
time should be available to all
parties and that candidates
should be given five weeks to
campaign.

InterestYou?
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Undergraduate Research at UNM
Receives Little· Financial Support
ByLyndaSparber
University comptroller,
Psychology and Education
Editor's Note: This is the ft'rst of Carroll Lee, could rem em her both received over $200,000 for
a two-part series. The second only one incident in which a fun- research or service projects.
part will be run Wednesday.
ding agency awarded a grant to
While some
lf you are an· undergraduate both graduate
and
unreceive large amounts o.~f.ifi;~·;~ill
student with a new idea, original dergraduate research work. This there
is a number of o1
concept or theory you would like project, he said, was sponsored
projects the project could
to explore-particularly in the by the National Science Foun- financing. However, it is not
humanities, you will probably dation (NSF) for work in Public common for a single project
find .very little aid, other than ; Administration.
receive large amounts of funding.
verbal, available for your
The NSF and the Department
example
a?~i~~~~j'!~~
project.
of Health Education apd Welfare For
received
$597,000 for 34
· UNM currently has research · (HE~) are two. of the largest special education r~>c•iver
projects with _a financial backing contributors to rese~rch at · $173,000 for one project.
of around $21 million from gover· UNM. Proposals for a1d from
Benton said' many
nment' and private agencies. these and oth~r agencies go amounts include "overhead or
With the exception of health through the _Office _of Research direct costs which coEnpensate
sciences' stipends for work- and Fellowship Serv1ces (RFS).
the University for adrninistr·ative
Tina Benton of the RFS office costs, heat, lighting and
study-like positions, all the funding goes to faculty mem hers and said all proposals are checked fir- services."
Last year over $1 million
graduate students.
st to assure everything on the
$9.5
million awarded went
Student Aids official, .John financial end is covered. Last cover the indirect costs.
Whiteside, said most un· year, 233 contracts and grants
dergraduate research · takes were awarded through her office.
Ben ton said the sciences are
place at the department level,
still
receiving the largest amount
where a student could be on
of
funding.
In the 1974-75 fiscal
work-study to do research.
"We do not assign X number of year, biology was funded over
Mountain Club meeting Wed., Dee. 3, 7:30 .
dollars to X number of students half a million dollars, chemistry
$200,000,
Electrical rm.l29 SUB. Party artcrwards.
to do research. We do not fund over
such projects," Whiteside said, Engineering $300,000,
mechanical engineering $388,000,
adding that this is a neglected and the Technology Application
area.
Center over half a million dollars.
Terry Provance, coordinator o~~r ,t;,h,•;,ign"<J
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SKATEBOARDS!
Southwest Hang Gliding

Take it from ol' Gonzales ... palate
pleasing Juarez silver or gold Tequila
comes from Mexican cactus, too ...
with an imported personality ·all its own
that's proving more fashionable,
fascinating every sip. Mixes beautifully,
tastes great.
'

I

f
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1724 Moon NE
294-6716

The English department
received no awards through
RFS, American Studies over
$2,000, architecture a little over
19,000, and Native American
Studies $23,000.

"Stop the B--1: Peace Convc•sion va
be speaking about the campaign Tues.,
7:30 p.m., 250-C, SUB. Slide show on the
Bring your interest and questions.

The fraternity of Phi Gamma Della
everybody to participate in the
'
Council's Blood DriVe Tues., Dec.
Sigma Phi Epsilon house (Yale &
It's a worthwhile cause·please come

Some.thing New At OKIE'S
Differ
Drink
Special
Every

Draft
Beer
SOc

Hour

An Opportunity for 450 ·
·Highly Qualified Sophomores
If you're the kind of person we're looking
for, ,Yo~'ve already started to think about what
you d hke to do after graduation.
If a scholarship leading to a career as an
Of_ficer in the US. Navy appeals to you, you'll find
this message well worth reliding.
,

Two-Year Full Scholarships
The opp01tunity is very attractive. If you're
se)ected, we'll pr,ovide full tuition during your
Junior and Senior'years, ·pay for your books and ~
educational fees, and giveyou $100 a month for
10 months each year to help cover your living
expenses.
There are two different programs you can
apply for. The first is the Nuclear Propulsion
Candidate Scholarship Program (NPCS). To
qualify, you must have one semester each of
calculus and physics (or two semesters of
calculus) and have a B-minus average or better.
It is open to men only.
.
The other program is the 'TWo-year NROTC
Scholarship Program. The only difference in the
qualifications is that you must have a C average
I
(2.3 out of 4.0) or bette1: It is open to men and
women.
I
I
For both programs, you'll need to pass Navy
qualification tests. And, quite frankly, it will help
I
if your major is math, physical science, or
I
engineering.
f

Upon gTaduation, you are commissioned as
an Officer in the U.S. Navy. And from then on
;vour ca:eer can take you anywhere in the world
.. m a vanety of fulfilling jobs.
·
'
Those who apply for the NPCS Program
have ~ particular challenge ahead of them: The
Navys ~uclear Power ProgTam. Not everyone
who apphes makes it: the men in charge of
more than two. thirds of our country's nuclear
reactors must be a very special breed. Final
~cceptance into the Navy's Nuclear Power
ProgTa~ is cle~er~ined during your Senior year
at:ter an mt_e~v~ew m Washington with the
Director, DivisiOn of Naval Reactors.
!t two-year scholarship worth up to $10,000.
A umque opportunity to serve as an Officer in the
U.S. Navy. You'll want to act now. The deadline
for acceptance is May 1, 1976-and once the
quotas are filled, you'll have lost your chance to
earn yourself a scholarship.
If you think you've got what it takes to
q?alify, fill out and mail the coupon below, contact
either your local Naval Recruiting Distlict or the
Professor of Naval Science on your campus, or
call800-841-8000, toll-free, anytime.

r-----------------,
The Na"Y .
·
1

The Curriculum
Mter yodre accepted, you begin with six
weeks of training next summer at the Naval
Science Institute at Newport, R.I. During your
final two years of college, you take several
required courses in math, physics, and Naval
Science. You also go on a summer cruise prior to
your Senior year. (Of course, you're paid for all
your summer duty.)

TUESDAY NIGHT
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STAT
DATE OF BIRTH_,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

PHONE(_)

r mcoLLEG

I
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I

I
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ABBa

MAIL TO: Capt. H. C. Atwood, Jr., U.S. Navy
NAVY OPPORTUNITY INI"'RMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 2000
Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803
Dear Sir:
I am a College Sophomore. Please send me more information on
the two-year scholarships available. I am interested primarily in:
0 Two-year NROTC Scholarship Programs
(including nuclear option). (0K)
0 General NROTC information. (0T)

L.
''" ,.;- .•••

-

AChallenging Job

fOJ ACADEMIC AVERAGE

wGRAD. OAT
[L'.] MAlO

0 I don't want to wait. Call me at the number above. (\IlK)
If you prefer, you can call us toll-free at 800-841-SOOO.In Georgia, call
800·342-5855. In Alaska, call collect-272-9133.
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they can play rock 'n' roll, Babe each person that listens to his
There is always a
Ruth comes back with Marsden's songs.
"Say No More," a short and con- struggle-and Gil Sc.ott-Heron ex·
presses it and tells you, if you
cise number.
listen
to his songs .
"Caught at the Plate" is a
By George Gesner
The European group Babe keyboard instrumental written . Most everything he and the
Ruth may have hit the grand by Gurl exemplifying a cocktail Midnight Band do is a type of
slam with this album. This is ounge (soft jazz) sound. The message. His album cover, a
their fourth U.S,' release and it album ends with a Haan com- painting of a gorilla in Marine
position called "Tomorrow." It fatigues standing with the Union
probably won't be their last.
.
Side one opens with "It'll Hap- starts off with slow wailing lbues of South Africa in the right hand
pen in Th~e," which is solid, full before exploding into overdrive corner and the state of South
energized rock. "Winner Takes with the bass and orchestra sup- Carolina in the left, seems to
symbolize the tight bond and opAll" feaures new guitarist Bernie plying the poer.
pression among black people.
The
album
bursts
with
quality,
Marsden, who wrote this ZZ TopTaking a look a_!_ the album, I
Style rocker. ').'he tempo slows energy, and variety. It's a sure
down in "Fascination" but the hit you can take home: rate it A.
energy remains at a high level.
The song was written by drum- "From South Africa to South
mer Ed Spevoek and features Carol:ina"
bassist Dave Hewitt and Mar- Gil Scott-Heron, Brian Jackson
and the Midnight Band
sden.
The side closes with "2000 Sun- Arista/AL 4044
find little to complain about.
sets" a mellow, flowing piece ac"Johannesburg," his new single,
By Brian Matthews
companied by the Heartfield
is uptempo and the lyrics are
After
the
success
of
their
last
Symphony Orchestra. The writer
sure to make you think: "What's
of this cut and' lead vocalist album, "Beginnings, The First
the word, tell me brother, have
Janita Haan turns away from Minute of a New Day," Gil Scottyou heard, from Johannesburg?
screaming vocals to a smooth, Heron and the Midnight Band are
They tell me that our brothers
back
with
a
new
and
exciting
pleasing voice.
over
there are defyin' the man. I
Side two begins with a lost release.
don't
know for sure because the
Often it seems as if Gil Scottlover song, "Elusive." It features
news
we get is unreliable, man.
co-writer and keyboard player Heron cares very little about sueWell I hate it when the blood
Steve Gurl who adds to the cess. He is·a master poet, and an starts flowin', but I'm glad to see
song's catchy rhythm and disco excellent lyricist. You can say
he's a message maker, but he resistance growin' .... "
beat.
"A toast to the People" is
"Can You Feel It" constitutes really isn't. The message is
dedicated to the "leaders who
already
there,
but
the
way
he
the only song not written by the
had a golden dream." However,
group. It has a. reggae beat and writes and expresses it is truly
the best cut on the album is "A
Haan sounds a little like Melissa unique. The man is a public con- Lovely Day," it features Gil
Manchester. So you don't forget science. He addresses himself to

"Stealin 'Home"
.., Babe Ruth
~ Capitol/ST-11451
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Dec.3
.SUB Ballroom
8:00p.m.

ASUNM
Speakers
Committee

General Public $1QO
Students with ID. FREE

Presents

Flo Kennedy
speaking on

The Myths
of Rape

Florynce (Flo) Kennedy • "If men could get
pregnant, abortion would. be sacrament"
Flo Kennedy, founder of the 'Feminist party, well·
known Black Lawyer and author of the Abortion Rap,
Is guaranteed to force a reexamination of the m~hs of
Rape.
Believing· that "We ought to stop thinking that the
way to be humanist is to give vaseline to the rape vic·
tim," Ms. Kennedy will present a thought provoking
program, one too important for you to miss.

ie~~!t~[tel~i~ ~how

·~·.,•

With the
the most common methods f d o~ ~tlil_30 years away' one of
the color lithograph poster. o a vertismg m France in 1890 was
. The Art Museum in the Fine Art C
tmg a traveling exhibit of French s enter at UNM i,s pres enper gallery through Dec. 28 .
posters of the 1890s 111 the upThe 35 lithographs are on loa f
.
French Emb.assy in New y k ~I rom Cultural Services of the
t' eta Downey, associate eurator
of the museum and art
posters include announcem ec trer, says. of the exhibit, "The
park activities and adver~sl~of ~heatncal ev~nts, amusement
g or evcrythmg from exotic
travel to table wines ..
She s~ys the show' reflects the tech .
.
L mques and Innovations of
people hke Cheret and 'l'o 1
exhibit" she adds "b · u ou~- autrec. "It is an interesting
there ~ere hundr~ds ~~~us~ w en_ you look back on the 1890s
just a handful of people lik~t er trtis~ who were influenced by
The museum is open T adu ,rec, ucha and Orazi."
p.m. and on Sunday from 1~~s5 ~~m~hrough Friday from 10. to 5

·~
.I

tr

Scott-Heron at his best, vocally disco music, is one of the most
and musically- but the song lasts popular music forms of the
. only three minutes, twenty-five present time. Its popularity is
seconds. I only wish it was all of based on its appeal to both black ,
(Continued from pagc8J
and white crowds. Though not
side two.
Gil Scott•Heron, Brian Jackson new, it is creating one of the most
b Side
..
dtwo features "R ememer an plays out with an atand the Midnight Band have a dramatic changeovtJrs in the
temgt at disco with a song called
nice thing going here. They are recording industry today.
the Hustler."
James Brown was often called
beginning to get airplay on many
but
lacked
exThe album is solid and coma
disco-master,
radio stations, and are accepted
plete. The tunes have melody fo
by thousands on tour and in con- posure on AM stations and
musical
variety.
His,
music
a
~hange i!lstead of uncontaine~
certs.
no~se. Adnan Gurvitz is the focal
Gil Scott-Heron continues to · became monotonous in respect to
pomt; Baker has the name and J
the disco (dance) beat. But new
deliver the word.
Petagno
does the art work'
·
talent, disco oriented talent, has
Rate
this
album
B
plus.
·
emerged and is now skyrocketing
"Fool for the City"
to the top. Van "The Hustle Man"
"The Sensational Alex Harvey
Fog hat
McCoy, Rufus, Earth, Wind, and
Band
Live"
Bearsville!BR 6959
Fire, and countless others are
Alex
Harvey
Band
• * •
leading the way and opening the
Atlantic/SD
18148
·
By George Gesner
doors for others.
The rock 'n' roll institution onFaith, Hope, and Charity is one
By George Gesner
ce again presents Foghat.
of these new groups climbing the
When
a live album is recorded
Side one opens up with the ladder to fame. On their second
product
is either exceptional
the
title song with sing along, album for RCA. produced by Van
or very poor. This live album
repetitive, driving rock. The McCoy, FH&C is definitely after
from the Alex Harvey Band is
group looks to the Righteous the disco market. Backed by Van
not excep.tional. The band
Brothers for their next song, McCoy's musicians, FH&C can
though,
(judging from audiene~
"My Babe." It's old rock 'n' roll keep any party jumping. "Let's
response)
seems to put on a good .
with the old sixties organ doing Go to the Disco," "Disco Dan,"
show.
its thing. You won't stop dancing" and "To Each His Own," as an
. But whe~ it co~es, to what
because it never lets up. The side· example of its appeal, is getting
goes
on the vinyl, it's the music
ends with "Slow Ride," which considerable airplay· on the AM
that's
important, not the show.
slows dov,:n the frantic pace.
stations. Further evidence of this
The band is heavy rock and roll
popularity is the No. 1 rating on
and is based in England, wher~
"Terraplane Blues" initiates the Billboard Soul Charts. "Let's
the album was recorded.
the second side with slide guitar Go to the Disco" is much funkier
Side one features a song
blues by Rod Price. Foghat and party oriented.
dedicated
to Robert Louis
replaced bassist Tony Stephens
So, if disco is your type of
Stevenson, "Tomahawk Kid "
with Nick Jameson, who plays music, you can't go wrong
The band is respectable thanks
keyboards and guitar on the side. believing in a little Faith, Hope,
to Zal Cleminson Oead) and Chris
Jameson is featured on bass and
and Charity.
Glen
(bass).
hooky-tonk piano on the song
Side
two includes an old Tom
"Drive Me Home."
·
"Elysian Encounter"
Jones song, "Delilah." This hard
The album ends with a number
Baker Gurvitz Army
rock
version is plagued by offcontrary to the Foghat style. It's
ATCO/SD 36-123
key
vocals
and instrumental
a slow mellow combination of
errors,
but
is
augmented by a
*
*
*
blues, reggae, disco, pop, and
By George Gesner
break in the midtasty
keyboard
rock. The title is "Take it or
Elysium is a home of the
dle of the song.
Leave It" and it is the best song blessed after death or a state of
The finale should take you
on the album.
complete
happiness. After · back to the middle sixties when
Rate this album B.
listening to this album you may
t~e rage was punk rock. The
reach your own Elysian en·
Piece is a Lieber-Stiller comcounter.
position
called "Framed." It's
Faith, Hope, and Charity
typified
by spoken word and
RCA/APL-1100
The Baker Gurvitz Army has
basic
rock
and roll.
* ..
come up with a decent album.
*
The
album
is poor due to weak
By David C. Cooksey
which is a pleasant surprise. The
Dancing music, known now as group is now a quintet instead of vocals and stale material. The
a trio with members who include v_oc,a~s are Harvey's sole respon·
Ginger Baker (Cream) and the Sibihty, and occasionally he
· Gurvitz brothers, Paul and teams up with Hugh McKenna in
~
~ Adrian, formerly of Three Man keyboards and writing. The band
must come up with a better
Army.
vocalist and fresher material to
Side one starts with "People" , achieve any recognition.
which includes speeded up guitar · Rate this album C minus.
work by Adrian Gurvitz, who is
~
Featuring
currently playing with former
Olivia de Havilland ~ Moody Blues drummer Graeme
~ & Ray Milland In ~ Edge. "The Key" is the best
piece on the album. It features
lead vocalist Mr. Snips in 3
smooth baritone and Bunlitz
again with a dreamy slide guitar. ;
"Time" staits off like the old :
Moody Blues song "Ride My '
Showings at 10:00 am,
Seesaw" before it takes on the ·
,
11:30 am & 1:00 pm
characteristics of the Doobie
Sponsored by ASUNM and
Brothers.
{Continued on page 9 !
.
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'
onesco ffincbett' Opens .
"Macbett," a Eugene Ionesco
d f
and politics, will be perform~~m~ [;~r:f~pair at the madness of war
Theater, room 108 of the Humani~ies Buildinec.' 5-7 at the Humanities
d g
Sponsored by the department of
the play will be performed in Fr ~~ ern and classical languages,
Cubes. Performances are sched ~~c Y members of the Theatre en
will also include a matinee at 3 p u e atDS p.m. for all three nights and
F rom th e very beginning I .m. on• ec · 7·
repeat each other's speech~s ~:ersJ~ s char~cters mirr~r each other,
f
. . or wor • and, motivated by the
same greed cloak th ·
The "Mae'bett" etl~ aclwdns Ill Identical platitudes and banalities
·
cas me u es Richa d d R
member of the French d. 1
• r e oussy de Sales, a former
president for student affair~pa~~~~ .c~r~s! ~~old I,avendcr, vice
•. a ric
allagher, an English
faculty member· and UNM st d
Fajardo and Phiiippe Book. u ents J~m Shanley, Diane Rawls, Fred
The play is directed by Claud M · S
.
French, assisted by Harriet Bloome· J:J~ en~mger • a professor of
Admission will be $1.50; $1.00 fo~ ~tuden~~a uate student.

ACTfJDit
n~J, DANCER$, PERCUSSIONISTS
NOH FLAUTISTS
audHions for

AESCHYLUS' Agamemnon
TuegtJay, December 2, 7:30 p.m.
Honot'l Center lounge

~atanic Production~
Presents
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And Special Guest
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* Free Films *

~ Wednesday~

~ December 2
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1975
8•00PM.
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·-- , December 2, 8:00 p.m.
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
Tickets $5.50 Advance

Albuquerque Ticket Agency
(Coronado Center 293-7301)
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$6.50 Day of Show

Maynords Music (In Old Town)
Goldstreeet • Lyons Mai"!e

Candy Man (Santa Fe)
Cristy Records
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Forte, Lobos Zap ET_SU
lil

By Rarold Smith

1 ju!:~in~oJ!:e~~a~!r!1tn:r::
~ Forte and an "improved" defense
0 the Lobo basketballers beat East
Texas State, 87-56, in UNM's IU'·

o
.g

st regular home game last night
..:l in the Arena.
The victory before a sparse
CJ:owd of 6500 estimated fans
g puts the Wolfpaek at 2-0 in·- eluding Saturday's win over
~ Colorado. .
,'
:21 UNM surged to a~ lead over
i3: the Lions in the initial minutes of
the contest. The W olfpaclt appeared ready to demolish the
.,.... blue-dad Lone Star Conference
~ Champions with sweet-looking
jumpei"S from Forte and clean
steals by the industrious Lobo
guard, Ricky Williams. Williams
stole the ball before ETSU could
even bring it down court after
the Lions grabbed the opening
tip off.
·
But the Texans, and especially
their smallish guards, were not
about to be blown off the court.
Coach Norm Ellenberger complained after tbe ga.me, "We
.1 jump out to a 9-0 lead and then
they outscore us 14-6. That just
kills you."
Lion guards O'Neal Tarrant
and Larry McGhee, only 5-11 and
5-9 respectively, drove inside,
drew a UNM crowd and shot the
ball out. Tarrant, however,
became more and more intimidated by the hustling
Williams as the game wore on.
Tarrant scored. 15 points. The
Lions were Jed by the 20 points of
highly-touted Nate Granger.
Forte pumped in 22 points and

B

0

ze
P!

Date Tickets
Student date tickets for the
basketball game against Cal
State-Los Angeles tomorrow
must be picked up today
before 5 p.m. at the ticltet office on the south campus. The
office is on the southeast corner of the Arena, University
and Stadium S.E.
Regular season tickets will
'be valid.

pulled down 12 rebounds. UNM's
pivot man Larry Gray who hit for
18 points in the Colorado game
waual~eu six tallies. Forte was 11

Sports·.

COATS

From Afghanistan
Embroidered Sheepskin
The Real Thing
First Sale Of
New Shipment
All Sizes For
Men and Women
Tuesday and
'

~-.
i'

!

I
'

Thursday Only
12:00-- 4:00 pm

from$49

· tional Center
1808 Las Lomas

Nordic, Alpine Skiers Prepare for CIAL

,.

overall effort. Everybody contributed, but, shoot, we threw
the ball a way 30 times."
With 6:36 left in the first half
Mike Patterson was allotted his
technical foul for the game after
having scored a basket, his only
goal of the evening, over Lion
Hugo
Cabrera.
Patterson
pleaded with Assistant Coach
John Whisenant, but to no avail.
"Don't give me that bull shit,
Mike," Shixenant said.
Patterson did not play the
remainder of the game. Ellenberger said the call was justified:
Patterson said following the
game, "I told Ellenberger it was
my fault. "He said it was all
right. Just work for the next
game.··

J
Lots of Lobo sports fans are glad to see the beginning c0f tl1e basket:
By JoLopez

ball season. So am I. But rm also sorry to see the •end o[ the football
season. Especially since UTNM's gridders were finaJ!y b_eginning to
win. The football team won the last four out ilf nv•e games, and -ca!lle
Daily Lobo
close to winning most ol' the games they lost. It was .a 6-~5 season,
UNM's first winning season in four years, but it wiU not lbe relived. '
One reason why the season will not happen again is because the
•.
Lobos will have lost many of the players who mad·e tbe 1975 ieam
of 14 in field-goal percentage.
what it was. There are 15 seniors on the team, and these induded
Most were lay ups and five
such record breakers like quarterback Steve Myer, plarekic'ker Bob
footers. Williams scored 16.
Berg and safety Randy Rich.
Both squads threw the ball
MYER BROKE 13 school records and tied one school record -on his
away consistently. ETSU had 32
way to becoming UNM's aU-time passer. Berg broke lour W .AC recorcompared to New Mexico's 30
ds, tied three WAC records; broke five scbool records, and tied one
turnovers Ellenberger
school record on his way to becoming the WAC's aU-time fie1d goal
Both squads threw the ball
kicker and the NCAA's all-time percentage placekicker. Rich bro'ke
away.consistently. ETSU had 32
two school records and tied one school record.
compared to New Mexico's 30
Myer and Rich were appropriately voted by their teammates as the
turnovers. Ellenberger said, "I
season co-captains just before the last game with New Mexico State.
have mixed emotions. We had
This honor was afforded them for their leadership abilities . .And the
twosome led until the end. LOBO Sportsstaffer Tim Gallagher pointed out to me that the last time Myer was in the New Mexico Siate
game, he threw a touchdown pass. ·The last time Rich was in,heretur·
ned a punt back for 27 yards.
Myer and Rich were the only two Lobos to twice make the WAG
player of the week. The only other Lobo named to such an honor was
Ronnie Wallace, also a senior and a defensive cornerback.
OTHER LOBO SENIORS are offensive linemen Edgar Bell, :Steve
Wilson, Ken Brown and Rick Haury; defensive linemen Mark Rupcich, Butch McCormick and Jack Shirley; receiver 'Gil Stewart;
rusher Ken Ferry; defensive cornerback Bob Haines and monsterman
•
Bob .Johnson.
Five of the Lobos were named to the WAC's All-Conference team
for 1975. Four of these were seniors: Bell, Wilson, Rich and Berg. The
other was junior defensive end Robin Cole. 'Berg had won the honor
before in 1974.
But the WAC coaches seemed to overlook some other Lobo
material. Despite the fact that Myer leads the WAC in passing and
total offense for the season, and despite the fact Myer is rated the
number three quarterback in the nation, Myer did not get ihe coaches
vote. Arizona's Brr;ce Hill got the quarterback nod. Myer outshone
Hill in the Lobo's upset victory over the Wildcats. Myer was named
UPI's back of the week after that contest.
A DOUBLE DISAPPOINTMENT: Preston Dennard, Myer's
favorite receiver, was also snubbed by the WAC .coaches. Denn~rd
led the WAC in pass receiving and is also rated in tbe top fJVe
nationally in that category. Dennard was named to the all-conference
team last year as a freshman, and with less dazzling statistics and cat·
ching than he had this year.
Myer, who had shown crossed fingers when he talked to me about
making all-conference and possibly all-American, has been left
unrewarded by WAC coaches for his great performances.
Dennard, who told me he cried when he made All-WAC last year,
_.
and has said all he wanted was to catch passes for Myer's sake, has
~- '>
~"
" ~~• 1
also gone unrcwarded.
Photo by Wond•llllunt
Myer, Dennard, Rich, Berg and all tbeir teammates will be ~onored
Ricky Williams (no. 10} flies for a lay up over East Texas' Stan tonight at the team's annual awards banquet at the ConventiOn Cen·
Witherspoon {no. 22} Williams drew a charging foul on the ter. They all deserve an award, and they got it by their own efforts: a
play. Williams scored 16 points.
winning season.

~~~~;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~:=~;~~~~~~~~~~
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Sorry to See It End ·1·

By P~ter Madrid
With the weather turning
colder an_d snow on the way, the
UNM sk1 team prepares to hit
the slopes Jan.uary -16 in A-Basin,
Colo. for a CIAL (Central Intercollegiate Alpine League) race
sponsored by Colorado State.
Coach George Brooks' Lobos
have captured four straight
CI_AL titles ~nd look strong again
th1s year w1th the addition of a
cross-country
team.
Klaus
Weber will head the nordic team
that will travel with Brooks'
alpine skiers.
Brooks will have many fine
skiers from last year's team in·
eluding all-conference women's
skier Kathy Campbell. The
women's team, led by Campbell
should be a national power, said
Jose Sena and Schar Ward, who
is out with an injury, are back for
the men's team. Sena, a
sophomore from Santa Fe should

~e a bright spot in Brooks'
hneup.
.
,Chris Dean and Chris Wilson
wlll be on both the alpine and
cross-country teams adding more
depth to the squad. The men's
team may not be as good as last
year's team because Brooks lost
four of his top six men skiers.
Ward, another fine men's skier
may not ski due to an injury.
Newcomers to Loboland for the
1975-76 season are Leslie Nevins
and Cindy Stone. Both of these
women are freshmen and Brooks
said they will help out the
women's team ','tremendously."
Brooks said, "I do not consider
skiing to be a min 0r s.port at
UNM. I think that being the most
successful varsity team that contains both men and women
proves that we are not a minor
sport."
Brooks has only four in-state
scholarships for women and none

Johnson Gym Open
Noon-5 After Jan. 2
.
By Rick Wright
Johnson Gym Will be open for recreation between semesters half.
days aft.er Ja~u.ary 2, UNM Coordinator of Intramurals and Campus
RecreatiOn Wilham DeGroot Monday said.
·
~eGr~ot said the gym will be open "on a partial basis" from Jan. 3
until sprmg walk-through registration is set up.
He said, however, the gym will be closed from the end of finals until
Jan. 2. "President Davis has given the staff an extended vacation and
we'd all like to take advantage of it," he said.
'
DeG~oot said he is unsure exactly what facilities will be available at
what t1mes because the University uses the holiday period for main·
tenance and repair.
"We're a little hesitant to post hours or anything," he said. "We've
got to bend over backwards for the physical plant."
The main arena and the new pool should be open but the auxiliary
gym, handball courts and old pool will be closed all or part of the time
DeGroot said.
'
"The pool needs maintenance, and we've got to get that auxiliary
gym floor refinished," he said. "That hasn't been done in ten years,
and the handball courts are ridiculous."
DeGroot said whatever facilities are available will be open from
noon ~ntil5 p.m. "We'ye found in the past we get less complaints if we
open m the afternoon than if we open in the morning," he said.

for men. Brooks said that the ski
team has as much money as any women. Six of the men and about
four of the women are on the
other ski team; therefore they
alpine team. The rest will com.
will be like any other team in the pe_te in cross-country skiing.
nation.
Brooks travels with a team W~th the addition of the nordic
S~1ers, the team's score should be
made up of ten men and eight higher in competition.

Grappler Gilpin Takes
Third in Oklahoma
By Jo Lopez
. Two UNM wrestlers took third
places and one took a fourth place
as the UNM team competed in
the Oklahoma Open in Norman
over the Thanksgiving weekend.
L'obo junior Frank Gilpin competing in the 134 pound ~eight
class won a 19-7 superior decision
over Dewayne Martin of Central
Oklahoma, and 150 pounder Tom
McLain decisioned Gary Henning
?f Oscar Rose Junior College, 5-2
m the consolation finals of the
two-day tourney.
Sophomore 126 pounder Scott
McClelland lost in the consolation
finals to Kenny Nelson of
Oklahoma University, 7-1, to win
the fourth place finish in his
<jivision.
UNM Coach Ron Jacobsen said
the tournament was a "good experience for the grapplers. We
learned an awful lot. We were
wrestling against the best, but
we were wrestling like winners."
Although other team members
did not place (there was a Lobo
competitor il;l every weight
division except heavywe-ight),
Jacobsen said he was impressed
with most of their performances.
There was no heavyweight .
competitor for the Lobos because
the two expected to compete,
have just completed the football
season. One of these, Tom
Morris, a UNM football tackle,
was injured in the Wyoming
game and still has his knee in a
splint, Jacobsen said.
The Oklahoma Tournament
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GRADUATING SENIORS!
Would you like to
receive a Free
uncirculated silver dollar?
Here is -how you can get one:
1 You must be a senior graduating in
Dec. '75, May '76 or August '76.
2. You must be registered with the
CAREER SERVICES CENTER
3. You must inform the CAREER
SERVICES CENTER of your employment status (what you will be doing
after graduation) by August 31, 1976.
Contributed by :
Albuquerque Federal Savings & Loan Association
Bank of New Mexico
Paris Shoe Stores & Shoe Circus
Public Service Col'l)pany of New Mexico

.

CONTACT

Career Services Center
Mesa Vista South, Room 2131

DO YOU NEED
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"Without the cross-country
team," Weber said, "the alpine
team would not be able to qualify
for the NCAA:"
The season will consist of
about eight races including two
hosted by UNM at Red River.
T~e season will close at Red
River March 6-7
With all taken into con·
sideration and a little snow
Brooks said, UNM's ski tea~
well capture its fifth
title.

was the second competition for
_the Lobos who lost to the Air
Force Academy, 22·21, in a dual
match a couple of weeks earlier.
Their next competition will be
the Arizona Invitational Dec. 5
and 6.
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I rnust be

/ losing
l'rtj mind.

No. Its me.,

your friendly

Awx:ado Plant.

Thahksfor
saving me after
salad.

VJe tlxJught we'd
come see you

together.

I

CASH?
.Earn $1 0 a week
donate twice weekly
\--

BLOOD

·~.·-

--

PLASMA
DONOR CENTER
8omto5 pm

Tuesday-Saturday

DOCTORJN
RES1DENCE

842-6991
ALBUQUERQUE

If you are tired of your old hairstyle or hairstylist give the hairdesigners at The Cut Above a try. We personalize each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready for
an improved. you, Come and see us at The Cut Above, a Unisex
Salon where you'll get a personalized consultation. The most
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

Poolside at the Executive North Apts.
7303 Montgomery NE
298·7624
(East of Louisiana Blvd)

We'll send you a free booklet on Avocado Seed Growing
if you'll send us 25q; for handling and postage. Address 1t:
Seed Growing. P.O. Box 2162, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
Allow 4-6 wks for delivery. Offer exp1res Dec. 31. 1976.

INSIDE EVERY
CALIFORNIA AVOCADO~,
THERE'S A FREE TREE.
AND SOMEONE TO
TALK TO.

1307 CENTRAL NE
f
l. . ..J

-

..,.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

security, $175 bills paid, 208-209 Columbia SE.
Call255·268:::5•___:I:::::21_::5_...,-------FU!lNISHE;D ROOM, I62{Gold SE, 165 month,
242-8629 afler 6pm.
12/3

Rates: 15 cents per ward per d._y, one doUar
minimum. Advertisement!! run five or more
eonsccutlve days with no changea, nine cen·
ts per word per day, (no refunds if cancel1Cd
before five Insertions), Classified advertisements must be paid In advance.

5.

~ ~--~--------------------__J

~ . 1. PERSONALS
0
.~

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819.
tfn

<U

RENEWAL DEADLl_NE-Residence Hall
students are reminded to complete and submit
their Residence Ha11 Room ~ board renewal
materials by 4:00pm, Friday, December 5, 1975.
Submit forms to Housing Reservations-La
Posada, 2nd floor,
12/5

~
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Z

~

~
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P-t

POO: Congratulations on your vasectomy. I love
12/2

you, Fro.

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Thentre,' 3407
Centrnl NE, 268-8455,
12/4

1974 FORD VAN 112-ton 1'7,000 miles, V-8,
automatic. custom interior, mags, TI A radials, extras $5300 Charlie, 873-0865.
12/4

12/2

2.

DIVAN. BED!lOOM SUITE, yellow hanging
lamp, brass chandlier, hall light. 3816 La Charles
Dr. NE.
12/3

HELP WANTED PART TIME inquire at the
General Store, 111 Harvard SE.
12/3

for Christmas girts at The Antique Par)or-243
12/5
Wyoming NE.
TWO ANTIQUE·Iike homes Ridgecrest, or UNM,
fireplaces. hardwood, Owner 2613-0398.
12/5

LOST AND FOUND

LOST: Turquoise and silver enrring, Small
reward if returned. 247..::1918,
12/2

COOKS DOWN SKI jacket medium, regular, $75,
now $50, 255·3201.
12/3

FOUND: Black fluffy female puppy near UNM

VW-1972 Super Beetle, only 24,500 miles. Clemintine orange, $1750, tel. 299·0110,
12/5
WATER BED: All accessories, 256·0452,
6pm.
I2/5

Bookst.ore. Ca11247-3850.

12/5

FOUND in Fine Arts Center, Men's wrist watch.
Identify Rm 13l,Marron Hall,
12/5

3.

STUDENTS PART TIME-no., dress, rQgs. Civic
Project. Apply 1201 Mountain Road NE.
12/3

DECEMBER GRADUATES] We want three
snles oriented indlvidunls to begin career train·
ing Jan, 1. Do you gualify? Call 266-5991 ask for
·
12/5
Lesley.

NICE SELECTION of reasonably priced antiques

I2/5

. . . am.d tlten lte Jai~ uif}et ~u-t ltan,do. ~~~
m.11 9?o&o. .9'/1/oee want a :.tdar>c-iijtlion o~
277~4202 o'i W4Ue 9teedent fJJee&lloation:.,

INDIVIDUAL CRAFTSMAN who will work on
cOnsignment. Please call Pop Tops. 883I2/5
9465.

7.

Clltnwe-Mit'/1 f!lJox 20, .AI&urtue'i'jeee, JJI.Jtt.
87-1/N . .fft only. coal:. $-15.00 j!o'i tlte entue '!fea'i.

TRAVEL

RIDE WANTED 1-way trip to Washington DC
area A.S.A.P. Cal19-5, 277·3064\eavc message for
Angelique.
12/4

8.

EDITOmAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344-8344.

MISCELLANEOUS

W.ANTED: Used pinball maChines, any condition;
293·1818.
12/5

YOU'VF- GO! '(bUR Cou.AR
ON UPSlSE -WJVN Ae:f.JN !''

clothing
for
outdoors

FLAMENCO GUJTAR INSTRUCTION. by
qualified teacher, 247·9956, days. . 12/2
after

6pm,

By Judy Herrera
-The n~ed for Indian. lawyers is g~eat today with Indian interests in
water: ml an~ gas, said Thelma Stiffarm, deputy director of UNM'
Amencan Indian Law Center.
s
"Only 150 Indians have graduated from law schools across the country so far, and 122 are now enrolled at 39 schools "Stiffarm said
Fourtee~ Indians are en,rolled at the UNM La~ School.
·
T.he_ Indtan Law Centers biggest program is scholarships. But due
to limited funds, the number of law students must remain constant
each year.
A six-week summer session is held annually for beginning .students
from schools across the country.
"We get law professors from UNM and the nation, and give the
~tudents. a ;egul~r, law school classroom experience," Stiffarm said.
~nd this IS a b1g help to the students in adjusting to a new en·
vrronment."
The Cent~~ also recruits extensively with law students doing most
of the recrmtmg.
While ~he Center does not provide legal services to individuals, it
se;,ves tr~bes throughout.the country in several ways.
·We directly serve tnbes by rewriting constitutions and codes "
'
Stiffarm said.
A recent major accomplishment is the Juvenile Project, whereby
the Center wrote a model code dealing with juvenile, crimes for tribes
louse on their reservations.
(Continued on page 5)

Quality

11/3

TV SALES and Service
6994.
I2/6
.

266-

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 11~ San
Pedro SE. 265·0335. Color TVs. tape decks,
stereos, ampliliers, auto radios, install burglar
alarms. 10% dlscount for students with ID. Quick
service. Used TVs for sale.
1/23
PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
26S.2«4 ur come t.o 1117 Girard Blvd NE.
WILL TYPE PAPE!lS. Call KimZ65-32W-;-- i215

people

FURNISHED APARTMENTS !rom $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843·
12/5
7632, 0<265-9693.

PROFESSiONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric. Guar·
anteed accuracy wllh
I2/5

reason~~.ble

rates. 298-7147.

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, students!
Custom bla.ck·and·whitc proceuing, printing,
Fine-grain or push·proce~sing o[ film. Contact
sheets, custom proors. High quality enlargements,
mounting. etc. Advice, If uked. Cntl 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn

4.

FORRENT

A BLOCK TO UNM. Delu.e l·bdrm. Twin or
double $160, includes utilities. 141 Columbia S.E.
268-0525.
I2/5

Only 3' DAILY LOBO$
· left for this semelfer/
Do you need to advertise?

Alcoholism Affects
Users Spiritually,
Physically, Mentally

242 I SAN PEDRO, N. E.
AL.UQUERQUI!:, NEW M"EXICO 171 tO

Cs/1 277-4202.

~N£ 266-8113

New Mexico Daily Lobo·
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; g.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel-8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

•

Marron Hall, Room 131
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

\

Enclosed$ ____ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone_.,_·------·-··
. ·...

.... •.·.-.• ....

..

~

·...

Photo by Dan Herrera

Law Schools' Need
For Indians Grows

PASSENGER WITH DRIVER license. Wanted
for l·way trip to Florida, ASAP. 898·7825. • 12/5

11

SERVICES

LOBO

EMPLOYMENT

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Hnus-Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9190.
tfn

NICK, MARY: Do you want to talk about it?

MARY-OK But this lime you buy.Nick.

6.

Wednesday, December 3, 1975

INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS who will work on con·
signmcnt. Please call Pop 'l'ops. 883·9465.
12/5

muncttes. Okie's has 35c

Call AGORA 277·30I3.

DAILY

'fAPPAN 36" white gas stove wHh griddle, newly
adjusted. Apt size GE refrigerator, turquoise.
Both elenn & good condition. $75 each, Telephone
277-3824, 268-0760.
1213

FORSALE

SINGER MACHINE. Left in L'iy-a-way, not
claimed. Equipped lo buttonhole, zigzag, etc. Pay
$26 and take machine, 3105 Central NE, 2563605,
I2/5

GOT THE NOON time
hot dogs.
12/5

New Mexico·

FOUR BRAND NEW Cragnr mag~ w/caps & lugs,
14 x 7,$125. Call evenings 294-8765. ·
12/3

I212

LEVI's -BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. Un

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box ~0,
.Albuquerque,N.M,
87131.

~

1966 FIOO, Shell 1990. I970 F250 12,400, I973
Capri $2990, Jaguar XK150 roadster $4200, Priv·
ate, 2138-0398.
12/5

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. 3 blocks from
UNM.I125243·7532.

--

QUAL RECORDER plntback A.M-FM stereo, D~
,\uxc turntable & all the goodies, Take over puy·
ments $5.85 mo,, 262-0637,
. 12/5

BEST FURNISHED UNM Apartment, Spacious
one bedroom with dishwashers, disposers,
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By Aurora Lawrence
know it, but I did," she says.
Editor's note: This is the second
She was married now, and
in a. series on alcokolism in although her husband never
Albuquerque. All names used are threatened
her,
he
was
titious
to prot~ct the frightened and confused. He
anonymity of the persons in- could not understand "why I
terviewed.
couldn't stop since it made me so
Alcoholism is a three-fold. sick," she says.
disease-mental, physical and
Lorna, who drank alcoholically
• spiritual. It is on the upswing. for one-and-a-half years, says she
· More people are asking for help hit "an emotional bottom."
their drinking problems,
"I lied constantly to those I
' especially young people and loved most and who cared most
women.
about me. I couldn't stand
Twenty-three year old Lorna myself. The guiltier I felt, the
says it does not matter how long · more I drank. Alcohol had contro~
you have been drinking; the over me," she says.
She says she had to do
is: is it affecting any
area of your life?
something about her drinking
· The tall, vivacious, good- because she would probably kill
looking brunette, who once made herself, so she called Alcoholics
the dean's list and has 68 college Anonymous (AA). AA members
;redits, said she once thought, suggested she go to Turquoise
this won't happen to me."
Lodge, a state treatment center
She had her first drink when for alcoholics.
was 17 and passed out after
After she got out of the lodf"~,
drinks.· She did rtot drink she started attending AA
again until she was 21.
meetings daily. She says she
"I blacked out. It shocked me feels better and is learning about
· ;vhen people told me I functioned honesty.
In a blackout. I was terribly
"I am slowly growing up. I can
afraid because I
the feeling I admit I was an angry, resentful
Was alcoholic.
friends didn't loner. I still
resentful and am

Phnto by IJan Hrrrera

tempted to lie, but I know what this year and is now training for a
in
restaurant
to do about it. I have better con- career
management.
tact with my feelings.
_David, 29, a handsome' young
"I am working again and am
thinking of going back to college. man with bright blue eyes, has
I get along with my husband. He been sober. for one and a half
is very understanding and happy years and is very happy about it.
He says he got drunk the first
I am staying sober one day at a
time he had a drink at 17. He
time," she says.
Lorna is a member of the became a heavy drinker and lost
Youth AA Group, but attends all control over his drinking a few
kinds of AA meetings because, "I years later,
He became a merchant seaman
want to stay sober."
The youngest member of the because he thought he would get
youth group is a 16-year-old who over his drinking by getting
has been sober for 10 months. He away from everything, but he
we hit
I
was
from
school

got drunk. The first time I "~'""I
home, I got arrested for flrnn~<-•
driving.
"I became unreliable. I lost
everything I valued, including
my wife. I tried to get n•y life
together, but I couldn't. I
couldn't accomplish anything. I
felt paralyzed."
One day, his boss told him
ther.e was no work for him and
sent him to an Alcohol Information School. He did not
believe what he was told about
alcoholism. David thought his
willpower and in tcllect wou
t(orttmur-d on

